Coloring the world by Okuda

Written and directed by Blas Egea

Synopsis
Oscar San Miguel, better known as Okuda,
began his intense and colourful life-journey painting in
his hometown of Santander, and, having been an
important figure in the Spanish underground scene, he
has now become an international mainstay of
contemporary art, sought after by brands, biennales
and exhibitions around the world.
His work keeps on growing, constantly breaking new
boundaries.
Okuda achieved worldwide status with his Kaos
Temple project, in which he transformed a classical
church into a contemporary icon, with frescoes that
come alive and shed new light on a once-religious
space, previously marked by the ravages of time.

+++ This documentary not only seeks to portray
Okuda retrospectively, but also to discover the
person within, to reveal the man behind this
Cantabrian artist with a seemingly infinite
kaleidoscope in his eyes.
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The documentary will be shown in

3 diﬀerent parts

own dramatic and narrative set-up.
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Oscar San Miguel becomes Okuda.
In this first part of the documentary we will feature the origins of
Okuda through the words of the people closest to him, like his
mother who has been there since the very beginning and is his
current collaborator when working on tapestries (hand sewn
canvases). Besides being his companion and friend, they nurture
one another in this wonderful group journey called life!.
Other members of his family as well as some lifelong friends who
have helped him get to where he is now will also take part in this
project, helping to create a spontaneous and diﬀerent kind of
retrospective with great fondness for colors.
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Okuda and his work around the world.
With the use of news material, interviews and archive images we will approach Okuda's
artistic progression and witness how the Kaos Temple project (also known as the Skate
Church) marked a before and after in his career. After that colossal intervention of an
abandoned Asturian church, two more temples have been intervened by Okuda, one in
Morocco and the other one in the USA. These high profile projects grabbed the attention
of the biggest art collector in the world: the Catholic Church, in its Fátima venue
(Portugal), the world’s third most popular pilgrimage destination after the Vatican City
and Lourdes.
In our attempt to delve on Okuda's career we will interview various heavyweights of the
artistic scene such as promoters, gallery representatives, critics and other artists. Some of
the interviewees will be closer to the realms of classical art, while others will have more
trasgressive
points of view.
We will also travel to some hotspots of the international scene such as New York City, Los
Angeles, London, Paris, Japan, etc, joined by fellow painters and artists of other disciplines
like singers, actors and even sports personalities that coincide with Okuda on his diﬀerent
adventures around the globe.
The last section of the documentary will be shot in Valencia, where Culture aﬀairs
personnel of that City Hall will tell how Okuda has managed to become the first
internationally acclaimed artist responsible in designing the major ‘falla’ (a massive
structure made of papier-maché and wood) of the City Hall.
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Okuda: His vision of art and his social work
around the world.
With the assistance of the renowned photographer Martha Cooper, who is
responsible for american urban culture’s propagation to the rest of the world, we
will analyze Okuda's diﬀerent appreciations of public art and also its importance
as a regenerating element in society.
During december 2017 Okuda will attend the week long Art Basel Miami, and
while he'll be unveiling new material, we will film his everyday activities, especially
his experience during the intervention of the Miami Dolphins stadium, which will be
commented by the main personalities of the event.
While the documentary is being recorded, the Asociación Voces, along with the
Colours of Calcutta NGO (hosted by a fellow cantabrian), will lead the
humanitarian side of the project.
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Visual treatment
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On a visual level, ‘Coloring the world by Okuda’ will attempt to create a
“collage” of colours, situations and environments that will let us build
the life tale of this young multidisciplinary artist.
Our aim is to follow Okuda and show those environments from diﬀerent
perspectives, mixing formats freely, aided by diﬀerent cameras: from
professional cinematographic cameras like the Alexa Mini (the camera
we used to shoot the teaser we are showing here), in panoramic 2:35
format, to a Handy Cam with a 4/3 television format.
The objective is to create a polyhedric world that will get us closer to
Okuda through diﬀerent angles and points of view, thus generating a
cubistic documentary with an hiper-realistic sensation.
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Encuadre, trabajo de cámara y punto de vista.

Lighting and color palette

The light treatment of the documentary will be heterogeneous under the same collage concept.
While filming in exteriors we will use hard lights with very defined shadows, and will change to a more
elegant and naturalistic approach when in more solemn interiors like churches, sanctuaries or museums.

The color palette will be made of solid and pure
colors with caleidoscopic qualities, a reflection of
Okuda's multicolor approach to art. Black and white
images, glitches, flashes and glows will also be used,
so that in the video edition the mixed images will
help create a punk collage feel.

We want to distance ourselves from typical documentaries that always show
interviewees seated in front of a camera. With this project we want to show reality
through diﬀerent formats and styles, mixing elegant camera framing more akin to
classic cinematography, with over the shoulder camera movements to provide it of a
realistic and fresh touch of guerrilla documentaries. Our goal is to give this
documentary a modern, sometimes punk, feel.
From interviews to moments where nothing apparently happens, the cameras will
never stop rolling, always alert to capture those accidental and improvised moments
that will take place throughout our experience neck to neck with Okuda.
The teaser shot for this project is our main visual reference, but we also have some
other examples of polyhedric use and format alternation in some campaigns and
videoclips that we have done:

https://vimeo.com/211345889
https://vimeo.com/202944129
https://vimeo.com/200715188 (girls seated around a car)
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